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Welcome back!
The Region 8 Newsletter is Back!
I am so happy that our Region 8 Newsletter is being
revitalized! As the Region and Master Jeannette Arteca (who
was the past editor) got busier, the Newsletter dropped from
sight. But now, led by Ms. Jenn Luneau and a new team of
contributors, we will once again have our own Newsletter.
Ms. Luneau’s team includes Ben Haas, Ashley Ford, Chris
Connolly, Rick Mentley, and Scott Thompson.
The new version of the newsletter will include some of the
same topics as it had in the past but will also have an increased
social aspect and articles for instructors, students, and parents.
Ms. Luneau is excited about the opportunity and I believe she
is the perfect person to coordinate this effort. Tang Soo!
Master Frank Fattori
Director, Region 8
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Favorite Memory of KCN Shin
When contemplating pulling out of my memory one favorite memory from my many experiences
with KCN, I find it very hard to pick one out of my nearly 50 years of knowing and working with
him. So, I have chosen to also write a little about his character and what made him tick.
I believe the most outstanding quality he had was this: Most of us, upon meeting someone for the
first time, will tend to look for that person’s faults, picking at them one at a time until we judge them
worthy of our trust. After years of association with KCN, I came to realize that he observed people
the exact opposite way.
What I mean is this.
He looked for the good
in you and in doing so
he inspired you to try
to live up to his
expectation. I believe
he was unique in this
aspect, and it caused
people to be drawn to
him. He was always
searching for others to
join him in creating
what he called “a pure
martial art.”
His
mission was not to
conform, but to create
a unique system of selfactualization, and to
avoid a system where
one could climb the ladder through politics or through sentiment.
His goal was to challenge students to keep reaching to become better, especially after achieving the
rank of master. He set a very high mark to achieve the rank of master, with the minimum training
time being 20 years and then longer and longer for each new rank. He imposed a rule that one could
rise to 6th Dan through loyalty and improvement of physical technique. To reach higher, 7th to 9th
Dan, one had to be an active contributor to the Association—holding a position in the Association
that demanded hard work and responsibility.
One incident I can mention is about a time back in 1984. It is a story about the first delegation to
China and the Shaolin Temple. It goes like this:
The five-man team had spent a week following the Old Silk Route, visiting the University of Beijing
and then the Terracotta Soldiers in Xian, attending a national competition of traditional Kung Fu in
Lan Chow, and then on to the Temple. Four of us then came back to the USA. Grandmaster went
on to North Korea to spend another week doing research. I was to pick him up at the airport upon
his return to the States.
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Favorite Memory of KCN Shin (Cont.)
I took this responsibility very seriously and was at the airport at least an hour early. I positioned
myself at the Baggage Claim, in anticipation of welcoming the Grandmaster home. Well, I waited
and waited there until there were no more passengers picking up their baggage and the carousel had
stopped turning. I knew something was wrong.
I got on the phone and called Mrs. Shin to figure out what was up. When she asked me where I was,
I told her I was at the airport in Philadelphia. She said that KCN was at JFK Airport in New York.
It was then I realized my mistake. I rushed over to the Shin’s home in New Jersey and got directions.
Mrs. Shin did not openly condemn me for being an idiot, but to say the least she was not happy.
I took off for JFK, the whole way wondering what was to become of me. Thinking about how KCN
had been waiting hours after a long journey to China, then a long flight from Korea to New York,
and then being stranded at Kennedy waiting for his ride home.
Getting near the airport, I could picture the frustration I
would have felt if it were me. As I was pulling in to the
pick-up point, I spotted Grandmaster Shin standing on the
sidewalk, waiting for me. When he spotted me pulling
up, he broke out in a great big grin and started to wave to
me. When I got to him he kept laughing as I tried to
explain how sorry I was for making such a mistake. He
laughed it off like it was no big deal, but that was the kind
of guy he was and I loved him for it.
I would say the most defining characteristic I remember
about him was this lovable charm he had, which was hard
to duplicate. For another example of the man, I have copied a portion of a letter he wrote to my
studio on May 16th of 2005, addressed to Vaughn’s Dojang. It read in the first paragraph:
Dear Building Fund Contributors:
I recently received a $52 contribution for the Building Fund from the Tiny Tigers Class at Vaughn’s Dojang.
It touched my heart to think that I am not alone in this historical venture; that even small children are donating
dimes and pennies by the handful. This was a very big encouragement to me and it made me feel that, regardless
of the setbacks we suffer, I cannot hesitate or pull back from this project.
Sincerely,
Jae C. Shin, Grandmaster
Master Chuck Vaughn
Chil Dan
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2019 Fall Classic
On October 18-20, Region 8 hosted another successful Fall Classic at the Kalahari resort in the
Poconos, Pennsylvania. Over 700 competitors from Region 8 and other visiting regions took part in
the tournament—setting a new attendance record. Almost 600 of those competitors were under 18!
It was an amazing turnout. Both Grandmaster Beaudoin and Grandmaster Strong were in
attendance to see over 94 divisions of competitions! They also led inspiring and eye-opening classes
for Gup and Dan students on Sunday morning. Almost 200 students received training directly under
and learn wisdom from the Grandmasters.

The event began Friday night with Black Belt competitions! Over 200 black belts turned out to
compete and help judge, scorekeep, and timekeep. Big winners for the night were our Senior Dan
Champions, Angela Croop of Legacy Martial Arts Institute and Stephen Zamora-Soon of Nova Tang
Soo Do II; our Youth Dan Champions, Victoria Rodriguez of Evolution Karate Academy and
Suryansh Yadav of Vaughn’s Dojang; and our Grand Champions of the night, repeat winners Louis
Donaghue of Korean Martial Arts Institute and Sarah Applegate of Roman’s Shin Karate Institute.
Saturday morning
began bright and
early with opening
ceremonies. Four
teams competed in
the
Creativity
competition with
the winning team’s
demo of the Grinch
made up of students from Cornerstone Martial Arts Academy, Legacy Martial Arts, and Shoshin
Karate Academy. After Creativity, Black Belt and Masters promotions took the floor. Notable
promotions were our newest Yuk Dans, Master Frank Fattori—being promoted with Master Mark
Causerano’s Yuk Dan belt, Master Nathan Gordon, and Master Richard Arteca. Included in the
promotions to Oh Dan was Master Nicole Peterman, making her the current highest-ranking female
Region 8 Dan Member and only female Oh Dan for Region 8!
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2019 Fall Classic (Cont.)
Hall of Fame winners included Cynthia Folio (Student of the Year), Heidi Devine (Instructor of the
Year), the Hobbs family (Family of the Year), Brandywine Martial Arts (Studio of the Year), and
Master Phil Geiter (Master of the Year). Winners of the Region 8 Scholarship were Katie Price of
Vaughn’s Dojang and Frankie Fattori of Mimidis Karate.
After Opening Ceremonies, competition
continued with our littlest competitors.
Around 40 Tiny Tigers and Little Dragons
took the floor to show off their Tang Soo Do
skills! Throughout the day competitors of
all ages and Gup ranks competed in
Weapons, Hyung, and Sparring. At the end
of the day, Jaime Hobbs of Robinson’s
Martial Arts Institute and Bill Brown of
Legacy Martial Arts took home the Senior
Gup Champion trophies, Lilia KellerMoore and Colby Smith took home the
Youth Gup Champion trophies, and our
Adult Gup Champion winners were Carolyn Giardini of Brandywine Martial Arts I and Thomas
Liszkiewicz of Kaizen Karate Academy. Congratulations to all the competitors over both days! As
always the Fall Classic was an amazing experience, whether you are a competitor, volunteer, or
spectator and I for one can’t wait to see the incredible Tang Soo Do that will be on display next year.
Ashley Ford
Sah Dan

2019 Hall of Fame Awards
Dojang of the year
Brandywine Martial Arts has
locations in Downingtown
and Honey Brook, PA, and is
operated by Masters Ken and
Nicole Peterman. They have
over 200 students between the
two locations and have been in
operation since May of 1997.
Brandywine students can be
seen behind the scenes at the
Region
8
and
World
Championships, working at the championship table and security details. At the most recent Region 8
Fall Classic, more than 45 Brandywine students—nearly a quarter of all their students—volunteered
in some way. The Petermans give all credit to the dedication of their students for being honored as
Dojang of the Year.
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2019 Hall of Fame Awards (Cont.)
Master of the year
Master of the Year, Phil Geiter, began training in 1986 at the Bethlehem
YMCA. He was inspired by watching Chuck Norris movies as a kid and a
neighbor who had recently earned his black belt in Tang Soo Do. That
neighbor eventually took over the program at the Y and remains one of Master
Geiter’s mentors, Master John Gallagher. Master Geiter decided to begin
teaching full time three years ago and says it was one of the best decisions he
ever made. In his spare time he enjoys travelling, gardening, and watching his
daughters’ success. He says he was honored to be nominated and is blown
away at having been selected Master of the Year. He encourages beginning
students to attend class regularly with a great attitude and to train hard.

instructor of the year
Instructor of the Year, Miss Heidi Devine, began training fifteen years ago when a class started at
the gym where she worked. Her first instructor was Master Michelle Avallone, though she is also
grateful for the help given her by Master Kevin Harrold, Master Paul Mimidis, Master Dennis
DiMarco, and Master Vincent Melchiorre who she sees as both mentors and role models. She
teaches full-time at her own studio, Devine’s Martial Arts in Mays
Landing, New Jersey. Miss Devine believes the reason she was selected
for this honor is the rapid growth of her studio and the opportunities that
has provided her to participate more in regional events. She also credits
the selflessness and dedication of her assistant instructors. When she’s not
teaching at her studio, she enjoys being on the water. She advises young
instructors to take the time to learn and listen especially to those who have
been doing Tang Soo Do successfully while remembering that ultimately
you are the one who makes your journey successful.

family of the year
The Hobbs family trains at Robinson’s Martial Arts Institute and were
named Family of the Year at this year’s Fall Classic. Father, Drew, was
also promoted to Sah Dan Master at the event. The rest of the family
includes wife, Jaime, Cho Dan, daughter Mackenzie, E Dan, and son
Gabriel, Cho Dan. Drew was the first to begin training 32 years ago
though he did take an eighteen-year break. Mackenzie was inspired to
begin training after looking through old photo albums and seeing
pictures of her father training. When she began, Drew decided it would
be a good time for him to start up again. Gabriel didn’t want to be left
out so he started shortly thereafter. Jaime took an “if you can’t beat
them, join them” approach and was the final member of the family to
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2019 Hall of Fame Awards (Cont.)
join. Given their conflicting schedules, training together constitutes a major part of their family time.
When not in the dojang, the Hobbs family enjoys going for walks together, hunting, and riding fourwheelers. They appreciate the extended family they have gained in the WTSDA and how training
has given them a common bond to keep them together.

student of the year
Student of the Year, Cynthia Folio trains at Richardson’s Martial Arts, but
started her training under Master Mark Causerano in June of 2012 along with
her late husband Aleck and her special needs daughter Lydia. It was Lydia
who first expressed a desire to train and, because a family member needs to
be with her at all times, it became a fun family activity. Sadly, Aleck passed
away a week before Cynthia’s black belt test. Despite suddenly finding
herself a widow and single parent to a daughter who has seizures at least once
a week, Cynthia decided to go ahead with her test. She also returned to work
that same week as Professor and Chair of Music Studies at Temple
University. She believes that it was her perseverance and indomitable spirit
in the face of these and other struggles that led to her being named Student of the Year. She advises
young students to work on the 7 Tenets of Tang Soo Do and apply them to all areas of life.
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Thoughts on the Fall 2019 Dan test
Brandon Ngo, Cho Dan, Black Belt Academy
As a former Black Belt candidate, I know how it feels when you are preparing
for your Dan test. If you think about it too much, it will overwhelm you to a
point that you might be thinking you will fail. Don’t waste your energy on
putting unnecessary stress on yourself. The Dojang has been preparing you
for all these years, so you should believe in yourself with all the knowledge
you gained. All you have to do is try your best, pace yourself, and show your
Tang Soo Spirit!
At the Dan test, I prepared myself for what I thought would be a hardcore
testing session. Actually, what it was though, was a test that was somewhat
like what you may have taken as a Gup test. First, you take a written exam.
After that, you line up according to how they put you, and you start to do line
drills, and so on, and so on. All you have to do is to do your best. Also, pace
yourself slowly throughout the test period. Be strong, but not “overly” strong
on the first line drill. Know that there will be jump kicks and breaking later.
The emotions I had after the Dan test was most rewarding. I am so proud of what I have
accomplished. This is just the beginning of a new path towards true mastery. If you are in the testing
cycle, know that you will be more than okay. I would love to give a great thanks to Master Nathan
Gordon, Master Willis, Mrs. Gordon-Mazur, Mr. Conolly, my family, and Black Belt Academy.
Never quit and always show Tang Soo Spirit. Tang Soo!

Rachel Nessler, Sam Dan, Castelli’s Shin Karate
As a recent transfer student to Castelli’s Shin Karate in Philadelphia, PA, I came into their testing
cycle on the later end, so I felt a bit behind. Their standards for testing include multiple runs and
two pre-tests, and I really wasn’t sure if I was going to be able to get where I needed to be trainingwise by the September test. Master Castelli and his team are fantastic—they push you hard because
they want everyone to succeed. Along the way, Master Castelli would tell me that I would be overprepared for the test, and I was. When I got to the test in
September, I was really nervous. Although it was by far the
most strenuous black belt test compared to my previous two,
Master Castelli was right—I was over-prepared. Every part of
the test I had already seen in class at some point, including the
blindfolded attacks and breaks. I was exhausted, but calm.
The best advice I can give to others looking forward to testing
is to prepare yourselves. Find that team that pushes you
outside of your comfort zone. Your martial arts training can
only get better if you allow the training ceiling to be raised.
Tang Soo!
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Kids’ KorneR

Find the following words in the puzzle above
BEAUDOIN
GRANDMASTER
KARATE
STRONG
WHITEBELT

BLACKBELT
HARDWORK
KOREA
TANGSOODO

CHAMPIONSHIP
JAECHULSHIN
MASTER
TESTING

DOJANG
KALAHARI
REGIONEIGHT
TRAINING

Region 8 is on Instagram!
Want to see what the rest of Region 8 is up to between events? Follow the official Region 8
Instagram page @region8wtsdainsta. If you want to submit your pictures or videos to the
page, you can either send a direct message on Instagram or email your pictures/videos to
region8instagram@gmail.com.
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Demo team reflections
What it Takes to Bring a Demo to Life
Teresa Otto, E Dan and Demo Team Co-captain; Vaughn’s Dojang
There are many rewards for leading a demonstration team. You build a closer bond with friends and
your students as you overcome problems together. It’s a way to express your creativity that is
different from everyday classes. The team brings pride to the studio whether or not they place.
However, there are a few challenges throughout the process of creating and rehearsing a demo.
The demo team at Vaughn’s Dojang is an all-youth team. As such, sometimes there are issues
regarding leadership. There must be a fine line between the leaders and the students. A leader must
demand respect from his or her students to keep order throughout rehearsals and performances. True
leadership is shown in our demo team. It isn’t based on age or rank, but rather on the maturity and
leadership skills of our co-captains and senior members. Leadership is the ability to bring a group
together to become something bigger. However, a leader must also know when and how to follow.
Our co-captains have a great responsibility throughout the planning and execution of a performance.
We come up with everything from the forms and fight scenes to the backdrop and makeup. Then,
team members’ parents volunteer to put in the time and effort to make our dreams a reality.
Many hours of practice over many months is required for the performances put on at competitions.
For the fall tournament, our team usually starts practicing in late May and slowly increases the
frequency and length of practice. This year we put in
over 55 hours of practice time for our demo at the
Region 8 Fall Classic. Our co-captains and senior
members always put in even more time to make sure
practices and the development of the demo go
smoothly.
Sometimes the cost of all the props, costumes, and
makeup can get a little expensive. To help with this,
the Vaughn’s demo team usually raises money by
holding one or two car washes and bake sales each
year. All the cars are washed by the students, and
everything in the bake sale is cooked by team
members and their parents. We also receive very
generous donations from our studio’s Black Belt Club.
Because we are an all-youth team, we have some age restrictions as well as rank minimums. Our
entire team, including leadership, is under the age of 18. Adult supervisors and parents of team
members are present to help keep things running smoothly and to develop the set and other extras.
We take much pride in always being an all-youth team.
The Vaughn’s Dojang demo team would like to thank our Black Belt Club for their generous
donations and the adult supervisors and parents for their dedication to the team and its success. We
would also like to thank Master Vaughn for his continued support in our endeavors. We couldn’t
do it without all of you!
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Demo team reflections (CONT.)
Student Interview: Demo Team
Riley Watson, Cho Dan; Evolution Karate Academy
Riley Watson is a 10-year-old student who has been training for over 6 years and attained the rank
of Cho Dan in 2019. She was interviewed about her demo team experience.
Q: How many demo teams have you been on?
A: I’ve been on 5 demo teams which I think is a lot of demos.
Q: What is the most fun part about being on a demo team?
A: The most fun part of demo is when we can rehearse the whole entire demo. Another fun part is
actually doing the real demo in front of everyone to show everyone what we have come up with.
Q: What is the most difficult part about being on a demo team?
A: The most difficult part would definitely be the first few practices where we have to learn the forms
and what you have to do. Another thing that is difficult is memorizing and 100% know the forms
and whatever else you have to do.
Q: What would you tell your friends about the demo team if they were interested in joining?
A: I would tell them it is fun and it is a cool experience because it is themed and not all karate. I
would also tell them that the learning part at first is difficult, but it gets better.
Q: What is it like to win a demo competition?
A: What is it like to not win? It is an amazing experience to win a demo after all the work you have
done! It is also ok to not win because there is always next year and either way it is a cool
experience.
Q: Any last thoughts?
A: Whatever part you get you need to practice really hard and if you do and you memorized it, then
it will be fun and you can have fun with it.
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Important 2020 dates
January 26
January 30
February 23
March 26 to 28
April 4
May 16
June 5 to 7
June 12 to 14
June 26 to 28
July 17 to 18
July 30
August 30
September 19
October 9 to 11
November 22

Leadership/Instructors Class
Spring Scholarship Applications Due
Leadership/Instructors Class
Masters Clinic
Spring Dan Testing
Spring Championship
First Youth Black Belt Camp
Second Youth Black Belt Camp
Adult Black Belt Camp
World Championship
Fall Scholarship Applications Due
Leadership/Instructors Class
Fall Dan Test
Fall Classic
Leadership/Instructors Class

Manheim Township High School
Manheim Township High School
Florence, Alabama
Oxford Area High School
Oxford Area High School
Camp Saginaw
Camp Saginaw
Elizabethtown College
Greensboro, North Carolina
Manheim Township High School
Oxford Area High School
Kalahari Resort
Manheim Township High School

All dates subject to change. Check with your instructor for eligibility and applications.

2020 world Championship
July 17 & 18, 2020
Greensboro Coliseum Complex
Greensboro, NC
Competitor and Volunteer Registration coming soon!
Championship Hotel: Sheraton Greensboro at Four Seasons
Online booking: https://book.passkey.com/e/4995517
Or call: 336-292-9161 (Group code: World Tang Soo Do Association)
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